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analysis definition meaning merriam webster Apr 22 2024 the meaning of analysis is a detailed examination of anything complex in order to understand its nature or to determine its essential
features a thorough study how to use analysis in a sentence
analysis english meaning cambridge dictionary Mar 21 2024 the act of studying or examining something in detail in order to discover or understand more about it or your opinion and judgment after
doing this our financial experts conducted an independent analysis of the investment plan s performance i was interested in clare s analysis of the situation some of these arguments need further
analysis
analysis definition meaning dictionary com Feb 20 2024 analysis definition the separating of any material or abstract entity into its constituent elements opposed to synthesis see examples of analysis
used in a sentence
analysis noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Jan 19 2024 used to say what is most important after everything has been discussed or considered in the final analysis it s a matter of
personal choice definition of analysis noun in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more
analysis definition meaning britannica dictionary Dec 18 2023 britannica dictionary definition of analysis 1 a a careful study of something to learn about its parts what they do and how they are related
to each other count a scientific analysis of the data make do perform a chemical analysis of the soil a detailed analysis of the bone structure of horses noncount
analysis definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Nov 17 2023 noun a set of techniques for exploring underlying motives and a method of treating various mental disorders based on the
theories of sigmund freud synonyms depth psychology psychoanalysis see more noun a branch of mathematics involving calculus and the theory of limits sequences and series and integration and
differentiation see more
analysis definition and meaning collins english dictionary Oct 16 2023 analysis is the process of considering something carefully or using statistical methods in order to understand it or explain it
her criteria defy analysis we did an analysis of the way that government money has been spent in the past of synonyms study reasoning opinion judgment more synonyms of analysis 2 variable noun
analyse verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Sep 15 2023 definition of analyse verb in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar
usage notes synonyms and more
analysis definition of analysis by merriam webster Aug 14 2023 a proof of a mathematical proposition by assuming the result and deducing a valid statement by a series of reversible steps b 1 a
branch of mathematics concerned mainly with limits continuity and infinite series 2 calculus 1b 4 a an examination of a complex its elements and their relations b a statement of such an analysis 5
analysis definition meaning yourdictionary Jul 13 2023 noun analyses the separation of an intellectual or material whole into its constituent parts for individual study american heritage a separating or
breaking up of any whole into its parts esp with an examination of these parts to find out their nature proportion function interrelationship etc webster s new world
analysis meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Jun 12 2023 noun c u uk əˈnæləsɪs us plural analyses əˈnæləsiːz add to word list b2 the process of analysing something a detailed analysis a sample of
soil was sent for analysis definition of analysis from the cambridge learner s dictionary cambridge university press translations of analysis in chinese traditional 分析 see more
analysis definitions and descriptions of analysis stanford May 11 2023 1 definitions of analysis cambridge dictionary of philosophy 1999 ed robert audi concise oxford dictionary 1976 ed j b sykes
dictionary of philosophy and psychology 1925 ed james mark baldwin a kant dictionary 1995 by howard caygill oxford dictionary of philosophy 1996 by simon blackburn
analysis definition of analysis by the free dictionary Apr 10 2023 1 a the separation of an intellectual or material whole into its constituent parts for individual study b the study of such constituent
parts and their interrelationships in making up a whole c a spoken or written presentation of such study published an analysis of poetic meter 2 chemistry a
analyze definition meaning merriam webster Mar 09 2023 1 to study or determine the nature and relationship of the parts of something by analysis 2 to subject to scientific or grammatical analysis
chemically analyze a specimen analyze a sentence 3 psychoanalyze analyzability ˌa nə ˌlī zə ˈbi lə tē noun analyzable ˈa nə ˌlī zə bəl adjective analyzer ˈa nə ˌlī zər noun synonyms
analysis synonyms 55 similar and opposite words merriam Feb 08 2023 noun ə ˈna lə səs definition of analysis 1 as in investigation the separation and identification of the parts of a whole investigators
took the mysterious powder to the lab for analysis synonyms similar words relevance investigation inspection assessment examination evaluation dissection breakdown deconstruction anatomy assay
analysis wiktionary the free dictionary Jan 07 2023 uncountable mathematics a broad field of study in modern mathematics often mentioned alongside algebra which developed out of the calculus
concerned with the behavior of functions sequences series limits metric spaces measures and more synonym mathematical analysis countable logic proof by deduction from known truths
analysis stanford encyclopedia of philosophy Dec 06 2022 although plato did not himself use the term analysis the word for division was dihairesis the finding of the appropriate forms is essentially
analysis as an elaboration of the socratic search for definitions we clearly have in this the origins of conceptual analysis
dictionary meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Nov 05 2022 a book that contains a list of words in alphabetical order with their meanings explained or written in another language use your
dictionaries to look up any words you don t understand definition of dictionary from the cambridge learner s dictionary cambridge university press translations of dictionary in chinese traditional
dictionary com english words apps on google play Oct 04 2022 download the number one free dictionary app with english language learning tools built for every level of learner with more than 2
million trusted definitions and synonyms the
32 synonyms antonyms for analysis thesaurus com Sep 03 2022 advertisement analysis definition for analysis noun as in examination and determination compare synonyms synonyms antonyms
strongest matches inquiry investigation reasoning scrutiny search study test strong matches assay breakdown dissection dissolution division partition resolution separation subdivision
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